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Eurobank Implements a Merchant-funded Cash Back Loyalty
Scheme in Greece using the CRM.COM Software
The Company
Eurobank is one of the major banks in Greece and
has an established presence not only in Greece but
also in Bulgaria, Romania, Serbia, Ukraine, UK,
Luxembourg and Cyprus.

Using CRM.COM
Rewards since:
2008

Eurobank provides a wide array of banking and
financial products and services such as retail,
corporate and investment banking, as well as asset

Country:
Greece

management, through its 350+ branches all over
Greece.

The Challenge
Fierce competition in the Greek banking sector

fuelled by a growing number of financial institutions
offering a wide range of attractive products and
services, posed a serious customer acquisition and
retention problem for Eurobank. The bank felt that
they were no longer as efficient at increasing and
retaining their share of customers’ wallets as in the
past.

The Goals
The need for a real-time cash back solution was to
achieve the following strategic goals:
To reduce the churn of Eurobank’s existing
cardholders
To increase the number of cardholders
To increase the bank’s share of customers’ wallets
To develop relationships with business
partners/merchants
To become the most people-centric bank in
Greece
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The Solution
Eurobank signs up merchants willing to participate
in and fund the loyalty scheme. The
marketing/advertising campaign carried out by
Eurobank provides a powerful incentive for
merchants to join the scheme. Eurobank also uses

This innovative cashback

loyalty scheme by CRM.COM
allowed us to grow our

cardholder base which

the system to run an innovative co-branded loyalty
scheme in partnership with the largest department
store in Greece, Attica, to offer a co-branded

subsequently increased
cards spending at our

partners' premises while at
the same time delivering

Reward Visa card to customers with a generous

tangible rewards at the

cashback scheme as its primary incentive. The
CRM.COM reward engine interfaces with the bank’s
back office systems, processes and records all

point of sale. Additionally,

through the functionalities

offered, the loyalty scheme

loyalty transactions and performs an automated
reconciliation process. A statement of account is
produced for each merchant, detailing all

enabled us to make the

right proposition each time

to our customers and boost
spending at partner

transactions that took place.

companies via promotional

Eurobank’s cardholders are automatically enrolled to
the loyalty scheme and receive a percentage out of
each purchase they make at participating merchant
outlets with Eurobank cards (credit and debit
cards) as a cash return. Cardholders then decide
whether they want to spend their cashback as
partial or full payment on their future purchases. All
cashback award and spend transactions are
processed in real time at the point of sale (POS) at
merchant outlets. Ad hoc transactions to refund,
amend, etc. are also handled by the system.
Cardholders can view their account balance online
by logging into the €πιστροφή or the retailer’s (e.g.
Attica’s) loyalty website integrated with CRM.COM.
Sophisticated real-time ad hoc and scheduled
reports are excellent tools for Eurobank and
participating merchants to monitor scheme
effectiveness e.g. cashback award/spend
transactions, loyalty accounts and cards.

activities. Furthermore, it

allowed us to expand our
merchant business and

enhance our relationships

with our business partners

who benefit from increased
sales and a loyal customer
base.

Margarita Rosmari,

Head of Loyalty & Added
Value Services,
Eurobank EFG
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The Outcome
Today, Eurobank uses the CRM.COM Software to
manage a cashback loyalty scheme called
€πιστροφή (Epistrofi) with 6+ million cards, 20+
million award transactions per year and 8500+
participating businesses. All this, without having to

employ expensive IT resources - the software is
enhanced and operated on a day-to-day basis by
Eurobank’s key users with no programming skills.
Unlike traditional bank-funded loyalty schemes that
typically offer low cash returns, the new scheme
offers much higher, often double digit (e.g. 10%,
20%), cashback as merchants strive to drive
cardholder traffic to their stores. Since the
implementation of the new cashback reward
scheme, Eurobank has seen an increase in

cardholder spending and acquired new customers.
In addition, Eurobank was able to save on the
investment required to operate a traditional, card

issuer-funded loyalty scheme by passing the cost of
rewarding cardholders to the merchants.
Eurobank’s partners benefited from increased sales
to the bank’s cardholders and the ability to offer the
right rewards to the right customers at the right time
at the POS. In addition, they were able to capitalise
on the marketing exposure they gained through
partnership with Eurobank.
The benefit to Eurobank’s cardholders is that they
are being rewarded with cash (a tangible award of
clear monetary value) for their loyalty to the bank
and the bank’s partners.

About Us:
CRM.COM develops and markets on
demand and on premise

subscription based billing and real
time reward solutions.

Headquartered in London, with
regional offices in Cyprus and

Vietnam, CRM.COM supports its

software and its partners across
the world.

Request A Demo
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